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Slim PC or UPS Metal
Floor Stand with Adjustable
Width and Caster wheels -

SY-ACC65093

Special Price

$21.24 was

$24.99
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Short Description

For easy access to your slim PC or UPS unit, this adjustable metal stand elevates your UPS or slim PC off the
floor, both in function and in form. Forged from steel, it puts your slim PC or UPS up on wheels so you can
roll it around without any lifting. The more digital our lifestyle gets, the more we need to plug and unplug
things from the computer.

Description

For easy access to your slim PC or UPS unit, this adjustable metal stand elevates your UPS or slim PC off the
floor, both in function and in form. Forged from steel, it puts your slim PC or UPS up on wheels so you can
roll it around without any lifting. The more digital our lifestyle gets, the more we need to plug and unplug
things from the computer.Features: Adjustable WidthFeatures: Lockable CasterFeatures: Swivel
CastersFeatures: VentilatedFeatures: Rubber PadFeatures: Scratch ResistantFeatures: Scuff ResistantMaterial:
MetalForm Factor: FloorWidth: 7Package Contents: 1 x Metal Stand 7 x Screws 4 x Caster Wheels Package
Contents 1 x Metal Stand 7 x Screws 4 x Caster Wheels "

Features

Adjustable computer stand is designed to support and elevate most desktop / tower style computers.
Increases airflow and saves desktop space by storing the CPU underneath or beside your desk.

Locking and swiveling casters provide mobility and stability. Rolls for easier access to back of the computer

Rubber pads on clamps provide a firm grip on your slim PC or UPS and protects it from scratching and
scuffing.
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Width is easily adjustable from 3.8" to 7" (9.7 cm to 18 cm) to hold most computers, no tools needed

Base Plate Dimensions: 7.4" to 10.6"

Side Walls Height: 3.5"

Specifications

Syba

Model SY-ACC65093

Details

Types Metal Floor Stand

Colors Black

Length 11.100

Specifications

For easy access to your slim PC or UPS unit, this adjustable metal stand elevates your UPS
or slim PC off the floor, both in function and in form. Forged from steel, it puts your slim PC
or UPS up on wheels so you can roll it around without any lifting. The more digital our
lifestyle gets, the more we need to plug and unplug things from the computer.

Additional Information

Brand SYBA

SKU SY-ACC65093

Weight 4.5000

Color Black

Case Accessory Type Stands/Feet

Special Price $21.24
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